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Season: 2013-2014 

League:  GNASH 

Level:  High School 

Locations:  Centennial Sportsplex, A Game 

Sportsplex and the Bridgestone Arena 

 
Regular Season: 
 

Minutes per period: 14 minute stop time. 

 

Tied Game: See #14 of Special Rules. 

 

Game Curfew Time: 1 hour, 20 minutes. 

 

Penalty Times:  Minor: 2:00; Double Minor: 4:00; Major: 5:00; Misconduct: 10:00 

 

Required Protective Equipment: Ear protection, chin strap, neck guard, and non-clear mouthpiece.  Note: 

mouthpiece does not need to be attached. 

 

League Contact Information: 
 

GNASH Commissioner 

 Name: John Holmes 

 E-mail: john.holmes@nashville.gov 

 Phone number: 615.862.8480 (Centennial Sportsplex) 

 Fax number: 615.880.2270 

 

Special Rules: 
1) During player warm up and before the start of the game, officials will observe players and look for 

equipment violations. They will primarily look for non-clear mouth piece; neck guard; jewelry 

which is prohibited unless completely covered by equipment or taped to the body; and dangerous 

equipment such as casts, splints which are prohibited unless directed in writing by a licensed 

medical physician and must be covered by specified padding. They will report any observed 

infractions to affected player(s) and respective coach; and make note in their note pad.  This will 

serve as Team/Player warning.  Subsequent equipment violations during that game are subject to 

immediate assessment of a 10 minute misconduct penalty to player.  

        Note: A post-game player handshake is allowed and encouraged to promote sportsmanship, but is 

optional at the discretion of coaches or game officials and subject to time and game curfew 

conditions.   

2) 5 penalties, 2 major penalties, to the same player in the same game results in a game misconduct 

penalty for the player.  Note:  A double minor counts as 2 penalties.  Head-butting, spearing, and 

butt-ending are also injury potential-type penalties and are penalized with a major, plus game 

misconduct.  

3) One punch thrown results in 2 minutes roughing, plus 10 minute misconduct.  Retaliating with one 

punch results in 2 minutes roughing, plus 10 minute misconduct.  More than one punch by a 

player results in 5 minutes fighting, plus game misconduct.  More than one punch by both players 
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results in coincidental 5 minute fighting, plus game misconducts.   Referee may issue an extra 2 

minutes to the instigator, if appropriate. All Misconduct penalties will be reviewed by the GNASH 

Commissioner and are subject to additional or supplemental disciplinary action. 

4) Profane language 

a. Directed to any person.   
i. Any player or coach/team official using profane language or gestures to any 

person on the ice or anywhere in the rink before, during or after the game shall 

be assessed a game misconduct penalty.   

ii. Any parent, spectator, on or off ice official exhibiting such behavior will be 

subject to expulsion from the venue as well as disciplinary action by the 

appropriate governing body(s) GNASH and/or TAIHO.   

b. Not directed to any person.   
i. Any player using profane language on the ice or anywhere in the rink before, 

during or after the game shall be assessed a minor penalty for unsportsmanlike 

conduct.    

ii. Any coach/team official using profane language on the ice or anywhere in the 

rink before, during or after the game shall be assessed a bench minor penalty.   

iii. Any parent, spectator, on or off ice official exhibiting such behavior will be 

subject to expulsion from the venue as well as disciplinary action by the 

appropriate governing body(s) GNASH and/or TAIHO.   

5) Game time allotment.  1 hour, 20 minute game curfew time is in effect. 

a. Game curfew time management is the responsibility of the referee.  

Game curfew time management guide for referees 
 Game curfew time is 1 hour, 20 minutes. Scorekeeper must note game start time and scheduled 

end time on score sheet.  

 The referee is responsible for establishing game start time and will instruct off ice officials to 

note game start and end times on the game sheet before the start of game. 

 If game is in jeopardy of not finishing within curfew, when 12 minutes remains in curfew time, 

set game clock for 10 minutes and play run time for remainder of game. Clock is stopped only 

long enough to set penalties and record goals, and then it is started immediately. 

 3 minute player warm-up allowed before game. 1 minute between periods. 

b. Ice resurfacing will occur only before the game.   

c. Players, coaches, and game officials shall remain on their benches between periods. 

6) Off Sides: If an attacking player precedes the puck that is shot, passed or deflected into the 

Attacking Zone, the Linesman shall signal a delayed off-side. The offside violation will be 

nullified if all attacking players in the Attacking Zone clear the Attacking Zone by making skate 

contact with the blue line. The Attacking Zone must be completely clear of attacking players 

before a delayed off-side can be nullified with the puck still in the Attacking Zone. During the 

delayed off-side, the Linesman shall stop play for the off-side violation if ANY attacking player 

touches the puck or attempts to gain possession of a loose puck while the puck is still in the 

Attacking Zone or forces the defending puck carrier further back in the Attacking Zone. 

7) If no goalie is present for a team to start the game the team must forfeit the game, but the ice time 

can be used as a scrimmage game if the backup goalie of the team that has goalies is allowed to 

play for the team without a goalie.  TAIHO officials officiate this game if teams agree to play. 

8) It is recommended that each team have on its bench a substitute goalkeeper who shall be fully 

dressed and equipped to play.  When the substitute goalkeeper enters the game he will take his 

position without delay and no warm-up shall be permitted, except when either team uses its time-

out.  Except when the goalkeeper(s) is/are incapacitated, no player on the playing roster in that 

game shall be permitted to wear the equipment of the goalkeeper.  It a team’s goalkeeper(s) is/are 

unavailable to continue, a team must immediately appoint a temporary goalkeeper or place an 

additional skater on the ice with none of the goalkeeper’s privileges.  A temporary goalkeeper is a 

player not designated as a goalkeeper on the official Score Sheet who assumes that position when 

no designated goalkeeper is able to participate in the game for example, due to injury or game 

misconduct. 

9) If a game has a 7 goal differential, the clock goes to run time.  If the score subsequently drops 

back below the 7 goal differential, the clock reverts back to a stop time. 
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10) If the game has a 10 goal differential, the game is over.  The teams can, however, split the ice and 

use the remaining time for practice time.  No TAIHO officials are required. 

11) One 30 second time out is allowed during league games with the exception that a third period has 

been shortened due to game curfew provisions in which case the timeout will not be allowed. 

12) A game forfeit will have a Score Sheet filled out with a score of 1 – 0 and officials signatures. 

13) Only one team will be allowed to enter/leave the ice surface at a time to avoid potential 

altercations. 

14) The tie-breaking shoot-out will only occur if the regulation game ends in a tie and there is at least 

8 minutes left of the scheduled ice time for that game. Officials will request that coaches will 

circle five players from each team before the start of the game as potential shooters in the event of 

a tie.  The head official will meet at center ice with the captains to explain the protocol of the 

shootout. Three (3) players from each team shall participate in the shootout and they shall proceed 

in such order as the Coach selects.   Each team will be given three shots, unless the outcome is 

determined earlier in the shootout. Regardless of the number of goals scored during the shootout 

portion, the final score recorded for the game will give the winning team one more goal than its 

opponent, based on the score at the end of regulation time. The losing goalkeeper will not be 

charged with the extra goal against. The player scoring the game-winning goal in the shootout will 

not be credited with a goal scored in his personal statistics. If a team declines to participate in the 

shootout procedure, the game will be declared as a shootout loss for that Team. If a team declines 

to take a shot it will be declared as "no goal." The goalkeepers remain in the same ends that the 

regulation game ended in. The teams will not change ends for the shootout. The home team shall 

have the choice of shooting first or second. The teams shall alternate shots. If a goalkeeper is 

injured in the shootout, the goalkeeper may be immediately replaced by a goalkeeper off the 

bench. The injured goalkeeper may not re-enter the shootout. No warm up shots are to be taken by 

the replacement goalie. All players not actively participating in the shootout must remain on their 

bench. There can be no substitutions after the shoot out has begun. Any skater serving any penalty 

at the end of regulation that has not expired will not be eligible to participate in the shoot-out. If 

after all 3 skaters from each team have participated the game is still tied, the game will be declared 

a tie. Points will be awarded in the following manner after the shootout: 2 points for a win, 1 point 

for each team if the shootout ends in a tie. 

 

General Game Event Administration 
 

a. Game officials may request an escort to/from locker room/rink/car by a Rink Administrator, Rink 

Security Guard, or Local Police Officer.   

 

b. Teams must ensure that at least one Team Representative, Teacher or School Administrator is present at 

each game from their school to assist game administrators address Code of Conduct and Zero Tolerance 

policy violations. 

 

c. If in doubt, call the police.  Nashville: 862-7400, Franklin: 794-2513. 

 

Game Reports   
If a game misconduct penalty is assessed during a game, the completion of a Game Report is required.  

Obtain the Game Report form from the www.taihorefs.org site.  Referee (or senior official) is 

responsible.  Please email within 24 hours to: gnashsuper@taihorefs.org and 

john.holmes@nashville.gov.  All Misconduct penalties will be reviewed by the GNASH 

Commissioner and are subject to additional or supplemental disciplinary action. 
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Scheduling 
Submit your availability via the www.taihorefs.org site by the 20th of the current month for next month’s 

dates.  Email the scheduler at nashvillescheduler@gmail.com as soon as you know you need coverage.  No 

call, no shows burden all involved in the game.  Check the web site regularly for schedule updates.  It’s 

your responsibility. 

 

 

SPECIAL PLAYOFF CONSIDERATIONS: 
 

Post Season: 
All regular season rules apply, in addition to the following: 

 

Play-Off Tiebreakers. In the event of a tie at the end of regulation play, the following procedures will 

be used to determine a winner:  

(1) 1st: Overtime - A 5 minute stop clock ―sudden victory‖ overtime. Penalties will carry over.  

(2) 2nd: Shootout 5 on 5 - If the game is not decided in a 5 minute overtime period, a shoot-out with 5 

players from each team will be conducted. Winner is the team with the highest score out of 5 shooters. 

Visiting team shoots first. Any player still serving a penalty as of the end of overtime will not be allowed to 

participate in the shoot-out.  

(3) 3rd: Shoot-out 1 on 1 - If the game is not decided in the five on five shootout, teams will alternate using 

different players. Home team gets the last shot. If in any round of 1 on 1, if one team scores and the other 

team does not, the team that scored is declared the winner. Shooters may not repeat until the entire roster 

has shot. Any player still serving a penalty as of the end of overtime will not be allowed to participate in 

the shoot-out.  

 

Championship games (Henry Hine Cup and the GNASH Cup) will be decided as follows:  

(1) 1st: Overtime - A 14 minute stop time ―sudden victory‖ overtime. Penalties will carry over.  

(2) 2nd: Shootout 5 on 5 - If the game is not decided in a 14 minute overtime period, a shoot-out with 5 

players from each team will be conducted. Winner is the team with the highest score out of 5 shooters. 

Visiting team shoots first. Any player still serving a penalty as of the end of overtime will not be allowed to 

participate in the shoot-out.  

(3) 3rd: Shootout 1 on 1 - If the game is not decided in the 5 on 5 shootout, teams will alternate using 

additional different players. Visiting team shoots first. Home team gets the last shot. If in any round of 1 on 

1 either team scores, and the other team does not, the team that scored is declared the winner. Shooters may 

not repeat until the entire roster has shot. Any player still serving a penalty as of the end of overtime will 

not be allowed to participate in the shoot-out. 
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